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Abstrat. The single-pion prodution reations pp→ dpi+, pp→ nppi+ and pp→ pppi0 were measured at a
beam momentum of 0.95 GeV/ (Tp ≈ 400 MeV) using the short version of the COSY-TOF spetrometer.
The implementation of a entral alorimeter provided partile identiation, energy determination and
neutron detetion in addition to time-of-ight and angle measurements. Thus all pion prodution hannels
were reorded with 1-4 overonstraints. The total and dierential ross setions obtained are ompared to
previous data and theoretial alulations. Main emphasis is put on the disussion of the pppi0 hannel,
where we obtain angular distributions dierent from previous experimental results, however, partly in good
agreement with reent phenomenologial and theoretial preditions. In partiular we observe very large
anisotropies for the pi0 angular distributions in the kinematial region of small relative proton momenta
revealing there a dominane of proton spinip transitions assoiated with pi0 s- and d-partial waves and
emphasizing the important role of pi0 d-waves.
PACS. 13.75.Cs  25.10.+s  25.40.Ep  29.20.Dh
1 Introdution
Single-pion prodution in the ollision between two nule-
ons is thought to be the simplest inelasti proess between
two baryons. Therefore it ame as a surprise, when rst
near-threshold data on the pppi0 hannel [1℄ revealed its
ross setion to be larger than predited [2,3,4℄ by nearly
one order of magnitude. Meanwhile the near-threshold
data base has been muh improved by exlusive measure-
ments at TRIUMF (TINA and MINA) [5℄, SATURNE
(SPES0) [6℄ and in partiular at the ooler storage rings
CELSIUS (PROMICE/WASA) [7,8,9℄, COSY (GEM, TOF)
[10,11℄ and IUCF [12℄, at the latter also with polarized
beam and target. However, this data base is still far from
a
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being omplete and often simple observables like angular
and invariant-mass distributions of the unpolarized ross
setion are still missing. We report in this paper on mea-
surements of suh distributions at a beam momentum of
0.95 GeV/ (orresponding to Tp =397 MeV) for the re-
ations pp → dpi+, pp → pppi0 and pp → nppi+. For the
latter we give here the total ross setion only, the dier-
ential distributions will be disussed in a separate paper.
2 Experiment
The measurements have been arried out at the Jülih
Cooler Synhrotron COSY using the time-of-ight spe-
trometer TOF at one of its external beam lines. The setup
of the TOF detetor system is displayed in Fig. 1. At the
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            126 cm
maximaler Durchmesser:
              142.1 cm
b)
d)
a)
c)
Fig. 1. Sketh of the short COSY-TOF setup used in this
experiment showing (a) the full detetor arrangement with in-
serts for (b) the start detetor region with start wedges and
hodosope, () the entral hodosope ("Quirl") as the stop de-
tetor for TOF measurements and (d) the entral alorimeter.
entrane of the detetor system the beam - ollimated to a
diameter smaller than 2 mm - hits the LH2 target, whih
has a length of 4 mm, a diameter of 6 mm and 0.9 µm
thik hostaphan foils as entrane and exit windows [13℄.
At a distane of 22 mm downstream of the target the two
layers of the start detetor (eah onsisting of 0.5 mm thik
sintillators ut into 12 wedge-shaped setors) were plaed
followed by a two-plane bre hodosope (96 x 96 bers,
2 mm thik eah ) at a distane of 165 mm from target,
see Fig. 1b. Whereas the start detetor mainly supplies the
start times for the time-of-ight (TOF) measurements, the
bre hodosope primarily provides a good angular resolu-
tion for the deteted partile traks. In its entral part the
TOF-stop detetor system onsists of the so-alled Quirl,
a 3-layer sintillator system 1081 mm downstream of the
target shown in Fig. 1 and desribed in detail in Ref.
[14℄ - and in its peripheral part of the so-alled Ring, also
a 3-layer sintillator system built in a design analogous
to the Quirl, however, with inner and outer radii of 560
and 1540 mm, respetively. Finally behind the Quirl a
alorimeter (Fig. 1a,d) was installed for identiation of
harged partiles and of neutrons as well as for measuring
the energy of harged partiles. The alorimeter, details
of whih are given in Ref. [15℄, onsists of 84 hexagon-
shaped sintillator bloks of length 450 mm, whih sues
to stop deuterons, protons and pions of energies up to 400,
300 and 160 MeV, respetively. The energy alibration of
the alorimeter was performed by the detetion of osmi
muons.
In the experiment the trigger was set to two hits in
Quirl and/or Ring assoiated with two hits in the start
detetor. From straight-line ts to the hit detetor ele-
ments traks of harged partiles are reonstruted. They
are aepted as good traks, if they originate in the target
and have a hit in eah detetor element the trak passes
through. In this way the angular resolution is better than
1
◦
both in azimuthal and in polar angles. If there is an
isolated hit in the alorimeter with no assoiated hits in
the preeding detetor elements, then this hit qualies as
a neutron andidate (further riteria will be disussed be-
low). In this ase the angular resolution of the neutron
trak is given by the size of the hit alorimeter blok, i.e.
by 7 - 8
◦
. By onstrution of the alorimeter a partile
will hit one or more alorimeter bloks. The number of
bloks hit by a partiular partile is given by the trak
reonstrution. The total energy deposited by this parti-
le in the alorimeter is then just the (alibrated) sum of
energies deposited in all bloks belonging to the partiular
trak.
In order to have maximum angular overage by the
detetor elements and to minimize the fration of harged
pions deaying in ight before reahing the stop detetors,
the short version of the TOF spetrometer was used. In
this way a total polar angle overage of 3
◦ ≤ ΘLab ≤
49
◦
was ahieved with the entral alorimeter overing the
region 3
◦ ≤ ΘLab ≤ 28
◦
. For fast partiles the 4% energy
resolution of the alorimeter is superior to that from TOF
measurements, the resolution of whih is redued by the
short path length. However, the TOF resolution is still
muh better than the ∆E resolution of the quirl elements.
Hene, for partile identiation, instead of plotting ∆E
versus Ecal, the unorreted partile energy deposited in
the alorimeter, we utilize the relation ∆E ∼ (z/β)2 with
the partile harge z = 1 and plot 1/β2 versus Ecal, where
the partile veloity β = v/c is derived from the TOF
measurement.
Fig. 2 shows the 1/β2 −Ecal satterplot for two-trak
events. The bands for d, p and pi are well separated. The
horizontal shadow region on the left of the deuteron band
stems from deuteron breakup in the alorimeter. Note that
Ecal in Fig. 2 is not yet orreted for energy and partile
dependent quenhing eets. By applying the quenhing
orretion as well as the orretion for energy loss in the
preeding detetor elements the kineti energies of the de-
teted partiles are dedued.
By identifying and reonstruting the two harged traks
of an event the exit hannels dpi+, nppi+ and pppi0 an be
separated. Kinematially the maximum possible labora-
tory (lab) polar angles are ≈ 9◦ for deuterons and ≈ 32◦
for protons (and neutrons). Hene 88% of the angular ov-
erage for deuterons and 86% of that for protons from single
pion prodution are within the angular aeptane of the
alorimeter. For harged pions the angular overage has
been muh lower with this setup, sine kinematially they
an extend up to ΘLab = 180
◦
. Hene within the angular
overage of Quirl and Ring the angular aeptane for pi+
has been ≈40% only. Nevertheless most of the phase spae
part neessary for a full overage of the physis in single
pion prodution has been overed (see below) by these
measurements due to the irumstane that the enter-
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Fig. 2. ∆E-E plot for partiles stopped in the alorimeter.
Shown is the rst (smaller angle) trak of two-trak events. For
the plot the∆E information is taken from the TOF information
obtained by Quirl and start detetors and plotted as 1/β2,
where β = v/c denotes the partile veloity normalized to c.
For the E information the energy deposited in the alorimeter
Ecal has been taken.
of-mass (m) angular distributions have to be symmetri
about 90
◦
beause of idential ollision partners in the
inident hannel.
For ΘLab ≤ 25.5
◦
the pppi0 events have been identied
by requiring the two harged traks of the events to be
protons identied in the Quirl-alorimeter system and by
the ondition that their missing mass MMpp meets the
onstraints 100 MeV/c2 ≤ MMpp ≤ 180 MeV/c
2
(Fig.
3). For ΘLab > 28
◦
the protons of the pppi0 hannel have
been deteted in the Ring. Sine kinematially they have
a small β they are easily distinguished from pions hit-
ting the Ring and also from elastially sattered protons.
The same applies for the angular region 25.5
◦ > ΘLab ≤
28
◦
, where the protons hit only the edge of the alorime-
ter and in general no longer stop there. In both ases the
proton energy is alulated from the orresponding TOF
measured by the Start-Ring and Start-Quirl detetor sys-
tems, respetively. Thus the full kinematially aessible
angular range was overed for this reation hannel with
exeption of the beam-hole region (ΘLab ≤ 3
◦
).
The dpi+ events have been seleted by identifying both
deuteron and pion, if both hit the alorimeter or by iden-
tifying only the deuteron, if the pion hits the Ring. Cor-
responding missing mass heks have been applied. In ad-
dition, the oplanarity ondition 170◦ < ∆Φ ≤ 180◦ is
used to further distingiush dpi+ events from three-body
bakground. That way even the deuteron identiation in
the alorimeter may be omitted, thus allowing to hek
]2 [MeV/cppMM
100 150
Ev
en
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 / 
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00
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Fig. 3. Spetrum of the missing mass MMpp reonstruted
from the deteted proton pairs for the pppi0 hannel.
how well the deuteron breakup in the alorimeter is un-
der ontrol in the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Within
unertainties both ways lead to idential results.
Finally the nppi+ hannel is seleted by identifying pro-
ton and pion in the alorimeter or only the proton in the
alorimeter, when the seond harged trak is in the Ring.
In addition the missing ppi mass MMppi has to meet the
ondition 900 MeV/c2 ≤ MMppi ≤ 980 MeV/c
2
. Also
to suppress bakground from the dpi+ hannel - in par-
tiular when the deuteron is broken up and appears as a
proton in the alorimeter - the ppi+ trak is required to
be non-oplanar, i.e. ∆Φ < 170◦ omplementary to the
oplanarity ondition given above. Further on the neu-
tron 4-momentum is reonstruted from the 4-momenta
of proton and pion and it is heked, whether a alorime-
ter blok in the orresponding (Θ, Φ) region reorded a
hit aompanied without any entries reorded in the pre-
eding detetor elements of the Quirl. If these onditions
are met, a neutron trak is assumed. That way Θn and Φn
are determined by the loation of this alorimeter blok.
Thus having only the neutron energy undetermined ex-
perimentally we end up with 3 kinemati overonstraints
for this hannel, whereas we have 1 overonstraint for the
pppi0 hannel and 4 overonstraints for the dpi+ hannel.
Corresponding kinemati ts were applied.
The luminosity of the experiment was determined from
the analysis of pp elasti sattering. Due to their open-
ing angle of δpp ≈ 84
◦
between both traks, suh two-
trak events have both hits in the Ring. They are easily
identied by using in addition the oplanarity onstraint
170◦ < ∆Φ ≤ 180◦. Fig. 4 shows the measured angular dis-
tribution in omparison with the predition from the SAID
database [16℄. The data have been eieny orreted
by MC simulations of the detetor setup. Adjustment of
the data in absolute height gives the required luminosity
(L = 5 ∗ 1033 cm−2 and dL/dt = 3 ∗ 1028 cm−2s−1 time
averaged) and the absolute normalization of the single-
pion prodution ross setions, respetively, whih will be
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Fig. 4. Angular distribution of elasti sattering in the m
system. The data of elasti sattering proton pairs reorded in
the ring have been adjusted in absolute height to the SAID
[16℄ data base (solid line).
disussed in the following.
3 Results
Due to the identity of the ollision partners in the entrane
hannel the angular distributions in the overall enter-of-
mass system have to be symmetri about 90
◦
, i.e. the
full information about the reation hannels is ontained
already in the intervall 0◦ ≤ Θcm ≤ 90◦. Deviations from
this symmetry in the data indiate systemati unertain-
ties in the measurements. Hene we plot - where appropri-
ate - the full angular range, in order to show the absene
of major systemati errors present in our measurement.
Tab. 1: Total ross setions σtot at Tp ≈ 400 MeV
for the reations pp → dpi+, pp → nppi+ and pp → pppi0
evaluated in this work and ompared to previous measure-
ments.
σtot [mb℄
pp→ dpi+ pp→ nppi+ pp→ pppi0
0.74 (2) 0.47 (2) 0.100 (7)
0.72
a)
0.092 (7)
b)
0.070 (7)
c)
a)
Ref. [16℄
b)
Ref. [9℄
c)
Ref. [5℄
The evaluated total ross setions for the three han-
nels are given in Tab. 1 together with previous results.
The unertainties assigned are based on systematis for
aeptane and eieny orretions as obtained by vari-
ation of MC simulations for the detetor response, where
d
cmθcos
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
b/
sr
]
µ
 
[
Ω
 
/d
σd
0
50
100
150
particle pi+ CM Cos Theta
Fig. 5. Pion angular distribution in the m system for the
reation pp → dpi+. The data of this work ( full irles) are
ompared to the SAID [16℄ data base (solid line).
we have varied the MC input assuming either pure phase
spae or some reasonable models for the reation under
onsideration. Statistial unertainties are negligible om-
pared to the systemati unertainties.
3.1 pp→ dpi+
Absolute and dierential ross setions for this reation
hannel are very well known from previous experiments.
Hene we use the analysis of our data for this hannel
primarily as a hek of the reliability of our measurement
and data analysis. In Fig. 5 our results for the pi+ angular
distribution are shown in omparison with the predition
from the SAID data base [16℄. Sine in the measurement
we over only angles Θcmd <90
◦
we show in Fig.5 only
the appropriate half of the full angular distribution. Note,
however, that due to the symmetry of the angular distri-
bution around cosΘcmd = 0 most of the physially relevant
phase spae part has been overed in this measurement.
We nd good agreement with the SAID data base both
in absolute magnitude and in the shape of the angular
distribution. Sine the pions of this hannel over the an-
gular range of both Quirl and Ring, i.e., stem from Quirl-
Quirl and Quirl-Ring oinidenes, the good agreement
with SAID assures that there are no signiant problems
with orrelating the eienes of Quirl and Ring.
3.2 pp→ pppi0
This hannel has reeived inreasing attention sine rst
measurements in the threshold region [12℄ at IUCF and
later also at CELSIUS [7℄ unovered the total ross setion
to be nearly an order of magnitude larger than predited
theoretially [2,3,4℄. Very reent lose-to-threshold mea-
surements at COSY-TOF revealed the experimental total
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Fig. 6. Spetra for kineti energies and polar angles (lab sys-
tem) of deteted proton pairs stemming from the pp → pppi0
reation. The shaded areas show the orresponding phase spae
distributions for omparison. Dashed and dotted lines give al-
ulations with the ansatz eq. (4) and the ansatz of Ref. [8℄, i.e.
eq. (3), respetively.
ross setions to be even larger by roughly 50% [11℄ than
previously measured. There it was shown that the pp nal
state interation (FSI) has a very strong inuene on the
reation dynamis lose to threshold with the onsequene
that a substantial part of the ross setion is at small lab
angles, whih were missed in IUCF and CELSIUS mea-
surements near threshold. At higher energies, 320 MeV
≤ Tp ≤ 400 MeV, where the inuene of the pp FSI de-
reases more and more, the total ross setion data mea-
sured at TRIUMF [5℄, SATURNE [6℄, COSY-GEM [10℄
and CELSIUS (PROMICE/WASA) [9℄ are in agreement
with eah other with the exeption of a 20% disrepany
at Tp ≈ 400 MeV between CELSIUS and TRIUMF results.
Our value, see Tab. 1, is in agreement with the CELSIUS
result. Reent measurements with polarized beam [6℄ and
partly also polarized target [1℄ added muh to the detailed
knowledge of this reation from threshold up to Tp ≈ 400
MeV.
Despite the wealth of experimental information on this
reation there remain a number of problems, whih are not
yet suiently settled. E.g., the anisotropy of the pion an-
gular distribution in the overall m system, haraterized
by the anisotropy parameter b, whih traditionally [5,6℄ is
dened by
σ(Θcmpi0 ) ∼ 1/3 + b ∗ cos
2Θcmpi0 , (1)
where Θcm
pi0
denotes the pi0 polar angle in the overall m
system, shows a big satter in the results from dierent
measurements, see, e.g., Fig.11 in Ref.[11℄ for Tp ≤ 400
MeV and Fig.6 in Ref.[6℄ for higher inident energies. Note
that in Ref.[11℄ the Legendre oeient a2 for p-waves is
plotted aording to the ansatz
σ(Θcmpi0 ) ∼ 1 + a2 ∗ (3 cos
2Θcmpi0 − 1)/2, (2)
In this paper we will use eq. (2) analogously also for t-
ting the experimental proton angular distributions σ(Θ
pp)
p
by replaing Θcmpi0 with Θ
pp
p , the proton angle in the pp
subsystem. The parameters b and a2 are related by a2 =
2b/(1+ b) ≈ 2b for b << 1. We will use the quantity a2 in
the following disussion of the angular distributions.
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Fig. 7. Dalitz plots for the invariant mass ombinations M2ppi0
versus M2pp and M
2
ppi0
versus M2
ppi0
as obtained from the data
for the pp → pppi0 reation. Note that the plots are eieny
but not aeptane orreted, hene the tiny deviations from
the ellipti irumferene at the upper orners due to the ex-
luded beam-hole region.
Near-isotropy is found for Tp < 400 MeV with a2 stag-
gering between -0.1 and +0.1 - with a tendeny for nega-
tive values. The latter would mean that d-wave ontribu-
tions induing negative a2 values are already present lose
to threshold [8℄. A learer trend towards positive a2 values
is observed for Tp > 400 MeV.
As we will show below, our results for a2 are at vari-
ane with previous results and hene need a more detailed
onsideration. To this end we start the presentation and
disussion of our results rst with energy and angular dis-
tribution of the protons in the lab system as displayed
in Fig.6. In this and in the following one-dimensional g-
ures phase spae distributions are shown by shaded areas
for omparison. We see that the data do not deviate vig-
orously from the phase spae distributions, as we would
expet, e.g., if ∆ exitation would play a dominant role
in this reation hannel. This is also visible in the experi-
mental Dalitz plots of M2
ppi0
versus M2pp and M
2
ppi0
versus
M2ppi0 displayed in Fig.7. The data over essentially the
full available ellipti phase spae areas and yield distri-
butions, whih are lose to at with just one pronouned
exursion in the region of the pp FSI. This is reeted also
in the projetions of the Dalitz plot leading to the spetra
of the invariant masses Mppi0 and Mpp (Fig.8). The latter
exhibits a small spike at the pp threshold due to pp FSI,
though in total its inuene is of minor importane as ex-
peted from the small amount of s-wave between the two
protons being available at this energy [12℄. In the Mppi0
spetrum we ompare our data with the ones from CEL-
SIUS as given in Ref.[9℄. We nd agreement between both
data sets with the exeption of the region around Mppi0 ≈
1100 MeV/c2, where we obtain a somewhat larger yield.
Now we turn again to the angular distributions, whih
are shown in Fig.9, on the left for the pions denoted by
their m polar angles Θcm
pi0
and on the right for protons
in the pp subsystem (Jakson frame) denoted by Θppp , i.e.
we use the same oordinate system sheme as dened in
the IUCF publiation [12℄. Both distributions are lose to
at, exhibit, however, a learly negative anisotropy pa-
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Fig. 9. Angular distributions of pions (overall m system) and
protons ( pp subsystem, Jakson frame) for the pp → pppi0
reation. Data of this work are shown by full irles, the t
to the data with eq. (2) by solid lines, the results of Ref. [9℄
by open 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les and the predition of Ref. [21℄ by the dash-
dotted urve. For the explanation of dashed and dotted lines
see aption of Fig. 6.
rameter with a2 = −0.12(1) for pions and a2 = −0.10(1)
for protons.
4 Disussion of Results
The negative anisotropy parameter observed in this ex-
periment for the pi0 angular distribution omes as a sur-
prise, sine all previous experiments around Tp ≈ 400
MeV gave - or indiated at least - a positive value for
the pions, the most serious disrepany being with the
PROMICE/WASA results [9℄ of a2 = +0.127(7) (note
that the b values given in [9℄ need to be divided by a
fator of 3, in order to omply with our denition of b in
eq. 1), sine this measurement provided the best statistis
and phase spae overage of all previous experiments at
this energy. Although this work reports negative a2 values
for Tp ≤ 360 MeV, positive values are found for Tp ≥
400 MeV.
From their analysis of polarization data the authors
of Ref. [12℄ also nd some preditions for the unpolarized
q [MeV/c]
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/d
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1
Fig. 10. Dierential ross setion in dependene of q, whih
is half of the relative momentum between the proton pair
(q2 = M2pp/4 − m
2
p). Data of this work (full irles) are om-
pared to results from Ref. [9℄ (open irles) and to phase spae
(shaded area). For ease of omparison the data from Ref. [9℄
have been normalized to the maximum of our distribution. For
the explanation of dashed and dotted lines see aption of Fig.
6.
angular distributions, though with very large unertain-
ties. For protons they get a2 = −0.34(81) and for pions
a2 = 0.17(11). The rst one agrees in sign and value with
our results, however, their value for the pions has an oppo-
site sign. Nevertheless, sine these numbers were obtained
only indiretly with very large unertainties, this is not
a point of major onern - in partiular sine pi0 d-waves
, whih as we demonstrate in this paper are vital for a
proper understanding of the reation, are not taken into
aount in Ref. [12℄. We also note that a reent measure-
ment of this reation at Tp = 400 MeV was arried out at
CELSIUS-WASA, too. The results of its analysis also pro-
vide a negative a2 parameter for the pion angular distribu-
tion [17,18℄. If we restrit our data to the same proton an-
gular range overed in the CELSIUS-WASA experiment,
then we nd full onsisteny between both results.
On the theoretial side extensive meson-exhange al-
ulations as well as partial wave analyses were arried out
very reently by the Jülih theory group [19,20,21℄. Their
alulations partly are in good agreement with the polar-
ization data. Interestingly their predition for proton and
pion angular distributions (shown in Fig. 9 by the dash-
dotted lines) also results in negative a2 agreement with
our results. More advaned alulations based on hiral
pertubation theory are in progress. First steps in this di-
retion have already been taken by this group [22℄.
In order to get a better insight into this problem and
to ompare in more detail with the CELSIUS results we
next onsider the angular distributions in dependene of
q, dened as half of the relative momentum between the
two protons and given by q2 = M2pp/4 − m
2
p. In this
denition q then denotes the momentum of a proton in
the pp subsystem. The distribution obtained from our
data is ompared in Fig.10 with the one given in Ref. [9℄.
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tion.
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ir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aption of Fig. 6.
Whereas good agreement between both results is found
for q ≤ 150 MeV/, substantial deviations appear for
larger q values. In general large q values are assoiated
with large opening angles between the protons, whih in
our experiment are fully overed. However, with the setup
at PROMICE/WASA, where protons were deteted only
for lab angles smaller than 20
◦
, the high-q region was not
overed as ompletely as at TOF and substantial extrapo-
lations had to be applied in the aeptane orretion for
this part of the CELSIUS data.
4.1 q-dependene of angular distributions
In Figs. 11 and 12 we plot pion and proton angular dis-
tributions for the four dierent q regions indiated in Fig.
10. The orresponding anisotropy parameters a2 obtained
by tting eq. (2) to the data are indiated in eah of the
plots. We see that the pion angular distribution is strongly
anisotropi with a2 = −1 for the lowest q range, where
there are also results from Ref. [9℄ - and in fat they also
exhibit a very strong anisotropy with a2 < 0. With in-
reasing q the pion angular distributions are getting grad-
ually atter and for large q the Θcmpi0 distribution gets even
urved with a2 > 0.
The lowest q range (q < 53 MeV/) is partiularily
interesting. It orresponds to a kineti energy of the pro-
tons in the pp subsystem of T ppp = q
2/mp < 3 MeV, a
onstraint, whih has been frequently used to have the pp
subsystem safely seleted in a relative S-wave state. That
way espeially simple ongurations in the exit hannel
are seleted allowing a deeper insight into basi reation
mehanisms of pi0 prodution. In partiular, ongurations
are seleted that way, where pp→ ∆N(l = 1)→ pppi0, i.e.,
whih have the ∆N system in relative p-wave in the in-
termediate state. In fat, the observed exeptionally large
pion anisotropy of a2 = −1 equivalent to a pure sin
2Θcm
pi0
distribution means that at Tp = 400 MeV the pi
0
produ-
tion proess assoiated with S-wave protons in the nal
state happens to be a pure proton spinip proess origi-
nating from the transitions
3P0 →
1 S0s and
3P2 →
1 S0d,
where apital letters refer to partial waves in the pp sys-
tem and small letters to partial waves of pi0 relative to the
pp system (see e.g. Table I in Ref. [12℄ for a list of on-
tributing partial waves). In fat, this very speial situation
has been predited in the phenomenologial model of Ref.
[8℄, whih - based on the CELSIUS-WASA measurement
at Tp = 310 MeV - gave already a good desription of the
RCNP data [23℄ at Tp = 300, 318.5, 345 and 390 MeV in
the T ppp < 3 MeV range. If we use this model ansatz the
ross setion is given by
σ/PS ∼ FSI[A20 + (2A0B0k˜
2 +B20 k˜
4)cos2Θcmpi ]
+ q˜2[C2 +D2k˜2sin2Θppp ], (3)
where PS and FSI stand for phase spae and FSI fa-
tors ( for the latter see eq. (2) of Ref. [8℄). The pion m
momentum k˜ and the momentum q˜, whih is half the rel-
ative momentum between the proton pair, are given here
in units of the pion mass. A0 and B0 denote pion s- and
d-wave amplitudes for the transitions 3P0 →
1 S0s and
3P2 →
1 S0d - as dened in Ref. [8℄ with B0 = -1.2 A0 -
whereas C2 = 0 and D = 0.98 A0 stand for proton P -wave
ontributions of the transitions
1S0 →
3 P0s,
3P0 →
3 P1p
and
3P1 →
3 Pjp with j = 0, 1, 2, respetively.
If we use eq. (3) together with the parameters A0, B0,
C2 and D2 as determined in Ref. [8℄, then we obtain the
dotted urves in Figs. 6 and 8 - 12. The agreement of these
alulations with our data is striking for the lowest q bin
(Figs. 11, 12) if renormalized to the same absolute ross
setion of this bin. Also for the other dierential distri-
butions it is partly surprisingly good - with the exeption
of the proton angular distributions, where the sin2Θppp
ansatz badly fails. However, the trend in the pion angu-
lar distribution is orretly reprodued. We return to this
point at the end of this hapter, setion (ii).
For the pion angular distribution in the lowest-q region
a very strong anisotropy with a2 < 0 has reently also
been observed in COSY-ANKE measurements at Tp = 800
MeV [24℄. In a very reent work by Niskanen [25℄ these
anisotropies are explained by a strong energy dependene
of the forward ross setion due to interfering pion partial
waves.
For theΘppp proton angular distribution, unfortunately,
no data are shown in Ref. [9℄ to ompare with (there the
proton angular distribution in the overall m system is
shown instead, whih is slightly dierent from the one in
the pp subsystem). In the low-q region, i.e. in the region
aeted most strongly by the pp FSI, we expet the 1S0
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partial wave between the two protons to dominate. Indeed,
we nd the Θppp angular distribution to be ompatible with
isotropy within unertainties. With inreasing q the dis-
tribution gets more and more anisotropi with a2 < 0.
The observed trend in the angular distributions is not
unexpeted. In the low-q region the pp system has kine-
matially the least internal freedom and hene no hane
to develop muh dynamis involving higher partial waves.
At the same time the pion has kinematially the largest
freedom within the pppi0 system with the possibility to in-
volve dynamially higher partial waves, whih then show
up in appreiable anisotropies of the pion angular distribu-
tions. At large q the situation is reversed and the pions are
kinematially bound to low partial waves, i.e. at angular
distributions. The observed anisotropies with negative a2
values both for proton and pion angular distributions in
the lower q range point to the importane of proton spin-
ip transitions in this proess, whih are assoiated with
∆ exitation in the intermediate state as well as with pi0 s-
and d-waves in the exit hannel. Our results are in support
of the onlusions in Ref. [8℄ that pi0 d-waves play an im-
portant role already lose to threshold, obviously favored
by the possibilty of exiting the ∆ in this manner.
4.2 partial-wave desription of data
Finally we ome bak to the partial-wave ansatz in Ref.
[8℄, whih is a simplied version of the more omprehensive
ansatz in Ref. [9℄ and whih we have seen to work quite
well for the pion angular distributions, however, failing
badly for the proton distributions. In order to overome
these shortomings we modify eq. (3) slightly (and more
plausible, if we look at the partial-wave expansions given
in Ref. [9,12℄) by
σ/PS ∼ FSI[A20 + (2A0B0k˜
2 +B20 k˜
4)cos2Θcmpi ]
+ q˜2[C2+k˜2D21(1+D2(cos
2Θppp −1/3))], (4)
where the latter oeients for the Pp waves are re-
lated to the one in eq. (3) and in Ref. [8℄ by D2 = 2/3D21
in ombination with D2 = −3/2. Note that in this ansatz
Ps and Pp ontributions are taken into aount only very
rudimentarily in the hope that still their most important
parts are overed by the ansatz. Also for the Sd ontribu-
tion a cos4Θcmpi term has been negleted due to its small-
ness and in order to keep the ansatz as lose as possible
to the one of Ref. [8℄.
Sine the model ansatz of Ref. [8℄ works already very
well for the pion angular distributions, we do not touh the
pion s- and d-wave parts, i.e. leave the orrelation B0 =
-1.2 A0, take A0 as a general sale parameter to reprodue
the integral ross setion and adjust C2, D21, D2 for best
reprodution of the proton angular and q distributions. As
a result we obtain
B0 = -1.2 A0, C
2
= 0, D21 = 0.22 A
2
0 and D2 = -0.34 .
Atually we get a slightly better desription having C2 =
-0.006. However, sine C2 as a squared quantity should
not be negative, we set C2 = 0 as was done also in Ref.
[8℄. The resulting values mean that aside from Ss and
Sd ontributions the dominant ontribution omes from
Pp ongurations, whereas Ps ongurations are of minor
importane. The deomposition of the total ross setion
into interfering Ss and Sd wave ontributions on the one
hand and Pp ontributions on the other hand is shown
in Fig. 8 for the Mpp invariant mass distribution. We see
that the Ss+ Sd wave part adds signiantly to the total
ross setion and aounts very well for the observed FSI
eet in the Mpp invariant mass distribution. Note that
Sd ontributions, whih turn out here to be ruial for
the understanding of the neagative uirvature of the pion
angular distributions, have not been taken into aount in
the analysis of Ref. [12℄.
Though this ansatz is still very simple ompared to the
full partial-wave ansatz as given in Refs. [9,12℄, it is obvi-
ously suient to provide a near quantitative desription
of the data both for angular distributions and invariant
masses (dashed lines in Figs. 6, 8 -12). It is not the aim of
this work to provide a perfet partial-wave t to the data.
We rather put here the main emphasis on revealing the
dominating partial waves in this reation, whih are re-
sponsible for the main signatures in the (unpolarized) dif-
ferential observables. Compared to Ref. [8℄ the only major
hange is the replaement of the D2 term with its inap-
propriate sin2Θppp dependene by the D
2
1 and D2 terms,
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whih provide a more appropriate angular dependene for
the protons. This modiation, however, is not surpris-
ing, sine the proton angular dependene has atually not
been tested in Ref. [8℄. From the suessful desription of
our data as well of those treated in Ref. [8℄ we onlude
that the ansatz eq. (4) provides an amazingly suessful
desription of the ( unpolarized) pp → pppi0 data from
threshold up to Tp = 400 MeV.
5 Summary
It has been demonstrated that by addition of the entral
alorimeter the COSY-TOF setup is apable of providing
a reliable partile identiation on the basis of the ∆E-E
tehnique. In this way the dierent single pion prodution
hannels were separated. The results for the dpi+ hannel
agree well with previous results. For the pppi0 hannel sig-
niant deviations from previous investigations were ob-
tained for angular distributions as well as for invariant
mass spetra. It has been demonstrated, that pions and
protons exhibit q-dependent angular distributions. Hene
a full overage of the phase spae appears to be manda-
tory for reliable experimental results on this issue. For the
lower q region angular distributions with negative a2 pa-
rameter dominate pointing to the importane of proton
spinip transitions assoiated with pi0 s- and d-waves. In
partiular, we observe a pure sin2Θ distribution for T ppp <
3 MeV, whih derives from a speial ombination of the
spinip transitions
3P0 →
1 S0s and
3P2 →
1 S0d. Dif-
ferent from previous experiments this has been the rst
measurement at Tp ≈ 400 MeV overing pratially the
full reation phase spae. The data thus may serve as a
reliable basis for a omprehensive phase shift analysis of
this reation.
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